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For the second summer in a row, Catholic University's Raymond A. DuFour Athletic Center was selected as the preseason training venue for professional European soccer teams. In summer 2013 CUA welcomed Chelsea Football Club and this past summer FC Internazionale Milano (often referred to as Inter Milan or just Inter) made Catholic University its home base. Both soccer clubs crossed the Atlantic to participate in the International Champions Cup, which is one of the premier soccer leagues in Europe. In its 82 seasons in the league, Inter has won 18 league titles, three UEFA (Union of European Football Associations) Cups, two Intercontinental Cups, and one FIFA (Fédération Internationale de Football Association) World Cup. This year's roster consists of roughly 30 athletes from 16 countries. Also joining the team at CUA was Inter Milan legend and current vice president Javier Zanetti.

“I know I felt giddy around such world-class players,” added Beauchamp. “Having Zanetti and manager Walter Mazzarri around the DuFour Center is a pretty surreal feeling. Although the CUA players and staff were professional, underneath we're all just big fans. You can't help but feel excited when something like this takes place.”

Inter concluded its practice time at Catholic University on Aug. 1. It finished the ICC just Inter concluded its practice time at Catholic University on Aug. 1. It finished the ICC with a 2-0 win against Roma in Philadelphia on Aug. 2 and an overall record of 1-0-2.

"Given how secure and private our soccer venue is, visiting professional clubs have the opportunity to train in relative isolation, perhaps a much-sought-after rarity for teams of this caliber," said CUA Director of Athletics Sean Sullivan.

“With Samir Handanovic. Nemania Vidic. Yuto Nagatomo. They are some of the best-known footballers on the pitch. This summer these players from one of Europe’s best teams could be spotted passing the soccer ball on a field at CUA.
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